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• New modeling approach of the secondary control for single-phase microgrid is proposed.
• SOGI-FLL dynamics are introduced in the modeling of the secondary control layer.
• Amplitude dynamic model of SOGI-FLL is derived based on phasor theory.
• Tuning procedure for the proper selection of the control parameters is discussed.
• The proposed control approach is tested under various disturbances.
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Abstract
In a microgrid (MG) topology, the secondary control is introduced to compensate for the voltage amplitude
and frequency deviations, mainly caused by the inherent characteristics of the droop control strategy. This
paper proposes an accurate approach to derive small signal models of the frequency and amplitude voltage
at the point of common coupling (PCC) of a single-phase MG by analyzing the dynamics of the second-
order generalized integrator-based frequency-locked loop (SOGI-FLL). The frequency estimate model is then
introduced in the frequency restoration control loop, while the derived model of the amplitude estimate is
introduced for the voltage restoration loop. Based on the obtained models, the MG stability analysis and
proposed controllers’ parameters tuning are carried out. Also, this study includes the modeling and design of
the synchronization control loop that enables a seamless transition from island mode to grid-connected mode
operation. Simulation and practical experiments of a hierarchical control scheme, including traditional droop
control and the proposed secondary control for two single-phase parallel inverters, are implemented to confirm
the effectiveness and the robustness of the proposal under different operating conditions. The obtained results
validate the proposed modeling approach to provide the expected transient response and disturbance rejection
in the MG.
Keywords: Single-phase microgrid, Secondary control, Frequency and voltage restoration,
Modeling, SOGI-FFL dynamics, Synchronization
1. Introduction
Microgrids (MGs) are local electrical networks, which are designed for efficient, reliable and flexible use
of distributed generators (DGs) including renewable energy sources and energy storage devices [1, 2, 3]. In
such networks, the distributed generators are linked at the point of common coupling (PCC) via power
converters enabling MGs to operate either in grid-connected mode or islanded mode [4, 5]. The control5
of power converters-based MG must be able to guarantee some objectives such as power-sharing, power
quality enhancement, synchronization, and power flow management [6]. Toward this end, hierarchical control
consisting of primary, secondary and tertiary controls is the most adopted scheme in the literature [7, 8, 9]]. The
primary control is locally implemented to ensure power-sharing among DG units and their stable operation.
Whereas, the secondary control is required to compensate for frequency and amplitude deviations caused10
by the inherent characteristics of the primary control, as well as ensuring power quality enhancement. In
addition, when the grid connection mode is expected, microgrid synchronization to the main utility grid is
included within the secondary control scope [10]. The tertiary controller deals with the power flow by providing
the set points to the lower control levels.
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The secondary control, intended for frequency and amplitude restoration, has been considered for both15
single and three phase AC microgrids [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Two main strategies of the secondary control
layer have been reported in the literature; centralized and distributed approaches [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. In
the centralized control approach, a central controller is responsible for producing the DGs’ control signals,
based on the estimated microgrid parameters, i.e., frequency and amplitude. In this strategy, an underlying
communication network is required to communicate the appropriate control signals to the primary control20
of each DG unit. While the distributed secondary control is locally implemented in each DG with the aim
to improve the system reliability. This control strategy requires both local estimates and the measured
parameters of interest of the rest of DG units, which are exchanged through a sparse communication network,
to produce the required set points to the primary control. The above-mentioned approaches generally use
the phase-locked loop (PLL) technique to estimate the frequency and amplitude of the microgrid at the PCC25
and those of other DG units. According to this estimation approach, the dynamic models of the secondary
control for frequency and amplitude restoration have been derived by exploiting the small signal model of the
PLL. For instance, [22] have modeled the centralized secondary control of a three-phase MG considering the
PLL transfer function to express the frequency estimate dynamics in the frequency restoration. While the
amplitude estimation is modeled as a unity gain for the amplitude restoration. Similarly, in [23], the PLL30
model has been used in the frequency recovery model for two different control strategies: model predictive
controller and Smith predictor-based PI controller. However, the voltage recovery modeling has not been
reported. The same concept has been adopted to model the distributed secondary control for frequency and
amplitude restoration in [19], [24] and [25]. In [26], a unity voltage feedback has been considered in state
space modeling of a distributed voltage control. It is worth mentioning here that all the available modeling35
approaches are proposed for three-phase MGs, in which only the frequency estimate dynamics has been taken
into account, and the amplitude estimate has been modeled as a unity gain. This concept is valid for three-
phase MGs, as the frequency is estimated by the PLL while the amplitude can be computed directly by using
the αβ voltage components that are obtained based on the abc/αβ coordinate transformation. However, in
single-phase MGs, both amplitude and frequency are estimated using the PLL, from a single-phase input40
voltage. Hence, the estimation dynamics of both of these variables should be taken into consideration in the
frequency and amplitude restoration modeling. According to this reason, the authors in [27] have proposed a
schematic diagram of the secondary control model for amplitude restoration of a single-phase MG. In fact, a
first-order transfer function is introduced to describe the amplitude estimate dynamics. One should note that
this is the only paper found in the existing literature which deals with this issue. However, the authors did not45
mention how this transfer function has been obtained and how its parameter has been selected. This is may
be due to the difficulty of expressing the amplitude estimation dynamics from the PLL’s small signal model.
Hence, the analyses of the amplitude restoration control based on this model are not accurate. Consequently,
an improper tuning of the control parameters and, then, the stability of the MG can be seriously compromised.
Although the existing literature has addressed extensively the frequency and amplitude restoration in the50
secondary layer for three-phase MGs and has covered all the modeling and control design aspects, there is still
blind spots and challenging tasks regarding single-phase MGs. The main challenges related to the secondary
control modeling in single-phase MGs, are listed below:
• Lack of precise modeling of microgrid frequency and voltage restoration control, more particularly, due
to the unknown dynamics of the involved estimates55
• Lack of a comprehensive tuning procedure for parameters selection of the proportional-integral (PI)
controllers involved in the restoration control.
The present paper aims to derive accurate dynamic models of the secondary control layer for both frequency
and amplitude restoration, intended for an islanded single-phase AC microgrid. To this end, the authors
explore the main features of SOGI-FLL to get the transfer functions that describe the frequency and amplitude60
estimates dynamics and to introduce them into the overall secondary control modeling (see Fig. 1). Actually,
the main contributions, in this paper, are listed hereafter:
• Dynamic phasor concept-based SOGI-FLL modeling is proposed to derive the amplitude estimate dy-
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Figure 1: Hierarchical control of a single-phase AC microgrid considering primary control and secondary control based on SOGI-
FLL for parameters estimation. The MG consists of two parallel DG units, in which each DG has its own local controller,
connected to a local load and the utility grid at a common AC bus.
loop65
• The linearized model of the frequency locked loop (FLL) is suggested as a frequency estimate model.
This model is considered as a feedback in the frequency restoration control loop
• The stability analysis of the system and a systematic design process for a proper selection of the restora-
tion controllers’ parameter are performed
• The synchronization modeling and control design that enables a seamless transition from islanded mode70
to grid-connected mode operation are studied.
Simulation and experimental implementation of a hierarchical control scheme, including traditional droop
control and the designed secondary control for two single-phase parallel-connected inverters, are carried out
to assess the effectiveness of the proposal under various disturbances.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the primary and proposed secondary75
controls of an autonomous single-phase AC microgrid. In Section 3, the proposed modeling approach of sec-
ondary control for frequency and voltage restoration is provided. In this section, the phasor theory-based
SOGI-FLL modeling analysis is developed. Frequency and amplitude restoration modeling and tuning proce-
dure, as well as the synchronization modeling and control design, are also presented in this section. Section 4
shows the simulation results of the microgrid including the proposed restoration and synchronization controls.80
Section 5 presents the experimental results of a designed platform based on ARM Cortex microcontrollers for
the proposed control implementation. Finally, some conclusions are reported in section 6.
2. Proposed control scheme for single-phase AC microgrid
In Fig. 2, it shows the hierarchical control scheme for two parallel-connected single-phase inverters, forming
an islanded AC MG. As depicted in Fig. 2, the power inverters-based DGs share the same AC bus through a85
line inductive impedance. The local load and the utility grid are also connected to this AC bus. Each DG unit
consists of a voltage source inverter (VSI) fed by a DC source and associated to an LC filter allowing high-
frequency content cancelation [28]. In this structure, the hierarchical control of the islanded MG is divided
into two control levels: primary and secondary.
1) Primary control:90
The primary control adopted in this work is based on the droop control method, which is the most employed
strategy for islanded AC microgrids [29, 30]. This level is strictly local and is responsible for active













primary control layer includes, SOGI-FLL-based power calculations, droop controller, virtual impedance
loop, and voltage and current control loops. The SOGI-FLL scheme is introduced to extract the orthogonal95
components of the output voltage and current, vαβ and iαβ , of each DG unit, in order to calculate the










v̂iβ × îiα − v̂iα × îiβ
) (1)
where: i = 1, 2.
These calculated powers are used by the droop controller to generate the corresponding voltage frequency100
and amplitude, ωi and Ei, according to the droop control functions, given by the following expressions:
{
ωi = ω
∗ −mPi + ∂ωres
Ei = E
∗ − nQi + ∂Eres (2)
where ω∗ and E∗ are the frequency and amplitude references respectively, m and n are the droop control
coefficients. ∂ωres and ∂Eres are the control signals received from the secondary control level in order to
compensate for frequency and amplitude deviations.105
In order to produce the voltage reference, v∗i , across the capacitor of the output filter, the generated
sinusoidal voltage using the droop control outputs is compared to the virtual impedance voltage (vz), as
expressed by the following equation:




− vzi (t) (3)
The produced reference voltage (v∗i ) is handled by an inner multi-loop control to provide the appropriate
PWM pattern for each VSI. More details about the primary control can be found in [32].110
2) Secondary control:
As the frequency and voltage at the PCC deviate from their nominal values due to the droop control
characteristics, the secondary controller will bring them back to their rated values. The block diagram
of the proposed secondary control, implemented in the MG central controller, is shown in Fig. 2. In
this control level, SOGI-FLL estimates the microgrid’s frequency and amplitude, as well as the orthogonal115
components of both microgrid and the utility grid. Then, two control loops; synchronization and restoration
are built up. In the synchronization stage, the extracted orthogonal components are used to compute the
phase angle difference between the MG and the utility grid and passes through a proportional (P) controller
to be matched. The corresponding control signal is used to update the frequency reference in the restoration
control loop. In the restoration stage, the estimated frequency and amplitude (ω̂MG, ÊMG) are compared120
to the desired nominal values (ω∗MG, E
∗
MG) and processed through IP controllers to produce the required
adjustments for the actual frequency and amplitude. The produced control signals i.e., ∂ωres and ∂Eres,
are sent to the primary control level, via a low bandwidth communication link, to recover the desired
nominal values.
The expressions of the frequency and amplitude restoration compensators based on the IP-type controller125










MG − EMG) dt− kp−E × EMG (5)
where kp−f , ki−f , and kp−E , ki−E are frequency and voltage controllers’ gains, respectively, ∂ωsyn is the
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Figure 2: Hierarchical control scheme for two single-phase inverters-based islanded AC microgrid.
In order to analyze the microgrid stability and to select properly the parameters of the frequency and
voltage secondary control, accurate dynamic models are developed. The proposed modeling approach to130
derive these models and the tuning procedure of the control parameters are presented in the next section.
3. Proposed modeling approach of the secondary control
The proposed modeling approach aims to obtain accurate dynamic models of the secondary control for
frequency and amplitude restoration of a single-phase AC microgrid. The main idea of the proposed approach
is that the frequency and amplitude estimates dynamics of SOGI-FLL, which should be derived, are exploited135
in the secondary control modeling. As depicted in Fig. 3, the restoration control model includes the models
of; frequency/amplitude restoration control, communication delay, and SOGI-FLL frequency and amplitude
estimates of the secondary control stage. In addition, the models of droop control, power calculations and
the inner control loops of the primary control stage are introduced in the restoration model. Furthermore,
the restoration model involved the line impedance model that describes the frequency and amplitude changes140
from DG units to the PCC.
The modeling of SOGI-FLL scheme is given in subsection below, where the frequency dynamics is con-
cluded, while a theoretical analysis in the phasor domain is developed to obtain the voltage estimate dynamics.
In the second subsection, the modeling of the frequency and amplitude restoration control based on the SOGI-
FLL dynamics is developed, in which the dynamics of the inner controller is assumed to be negligible due to145
its fast response. Also, the line impedance model is considered negligible in the restoration modeling process.
A tuning procedure based on the obtained mathematical models, as well as the synchronization modeling and

































































Figure 3: Model of the restoration control loop based on SOGI-FLL dynamics.
3.1. Modeling of SOGI-FLL
The SOGI-FLL scheme is an adaptive second-order filter used to estimate the key parameters of a single-150
phase input voltage [33]. The block diagram of SOGI-FLL structure is highlighted in Fig. 4. It consists of
two main blocks; SOGI-based quadrature signal generator (SOGI-QSG) and FLL. The SOGI-QSG block is
responsible for extracting the direct and the orthogonal voltage components that are used to calculate the
voltage amplitude. While the FLL unit estimates the operating frequency to be fed to the SOGI-QSG block.
According to Fig. 4, the closed loop transfer functions which describe the relationship between the extracted155













s2 + kω̂MGs+ ω̂2MG
(7)
where s is the Laplace variable, ω̂MG is the estimated frequency, and k is the SOGI-QSG gain, which is
generally recommended to take the value 1√
2
[33].






where ωMG is the input frequency, and Γ is the FLL gain, which is related to the FLL controller gain γ; given





As it can be noted, Eq. (8) which describes the relationship between the input frequency and the estimated165
one, can be considered as a model for the frequency estimation dynamics. While, for the dynamics of amplitude
estimate, theoretical analysis in the phasor domain is developed to derive its corresponding model. The
developed analysis is given hereafter.
According to Eq. (6), the differential equation describes the direct component (v̂MGα) dynamics as a
function of the input voltage (vMG), can be written as:170
¨̂vMGα + kω̂MG ˙̂vMGα + ω̂
2


































Figure 4: SOGI-FLL general structure.
where v̇MG is the first derivative of the input voltage, ˙̂vMGα and ¨̂vMGα, are the first and the second derivatives
of the estimated direct component v̂MGα, respectively.
The representation of the input voltage and the direct component voltage in the phasor domain is illustrated
in Fig. 5.
Accordingly, the expressions of vMG, v̇MG, v̂MGα, ˙̂vMGα and ¨̂vMGα as a function of its synchronous reference175
frame components in the phasor domain, under frequency condition (i.e., ω̂MG = ωMG), can be given by:
v̄MG = (vMG−d + jvMG−q) ejθ
˙̄vMG = [v̇MG−d + jv̇MG−q + jωMG (vMG−d + jvMG−q)] ejθ
¯̂vMGα = (v̂MGα−d + jv̂MGα−q) ejθ
˙̂̄vMGα =
[





¨̂vMGα−d + j¨̂vMGα−q + 2× jωMG
(
˙̂vMGα−d + j ˙̂vMGα−q
)




where j denotes the imaginary number and θ is the phase angle between the rotating and fixed frames.
By substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (10), and after some mathematical manipulation, the expressions of v̂MGα−d
and v̂MGα−q voltages as a function of the input voltage dq components (vMG−d, vMG−q), in the s-domain can




















A = s3 + kωMGs





By proposing vMG as a reference in the rotating reference frame, hence, vMG−d = EMG, vMG−q = 0, v̂MGα−d =










+ [ωMG (2s+ kωMG)]
2EMG (13)
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Figure 5: Phasor representation of the input vMG and the direct component v̂MGα voltages
The obtained actual transfer function, given by Eq. (13), is very complex, thus, for the sake of simplicity
this transfer function can be approximated as a first-order transfer function based on the analysis of its poles.

























It can be noticed from these expressions that P2 and P4, which have the lowest imaginary part, are the dominant
poles. Thus, these poles are taken for the reduced second-order transfer function. Then, the multiplication of
the dominant poles (P2 × P4) gives a real pole, which is the pole of the simple first-order transfer function.
In addition, by setting the steady-state gain to be the same, the simple model that describes the amplitude





To verify the accuracy of the obtained frequency and amplitude models given by Eqs. (8), (13) and (15), a
simulation study using MATLAB/Simulink environment is conducted. In this simulation study, the estimated
frequency and amplitude by the SOGI-FLL are compared with the ones predicted by their models for step
changes in the input frequency and amplitude, respectively. The transient responses of the frequency estimate200
for two different values of the FLL gain (Γ) are illustrated in Fig. 6 (a), while, Fig. 6 (b) shows the amplitude
estimate transient responses for two distinct values of the SOGI-FLL parameter k. From these figures, it can
be seen that the obtained models can predict accurately the average dynamic behavior of SOGI-FLL regarding
frequency and amplitude estimation.
Consequently, the obtained models are useful to be introduced in the restoration control loops for the205
estimation of microgrid voltage amplitude and frequency.
3.2. Modeling of the frequency and amplitude restoration loops
This subsection presents in details the dynamical modeling of the frequency and amplitude restoration
control loops.
3.2.1. Voltage control loop210
The block diagram of the voltage control model based on the derived simple model, which describes the
amplitude estimation dynamics of the SOGI-FLL, is shown in Fig. 7. This block diagram is composed of:
a droop control model, an IP-type controller followed by a communication line delay (Gd), and the derived





























































Figure 6: Transient responses of: (a) the SOGI-FLL and its simplified model (Eq. (8)) for Γ = 40s−1 and Γ = 60s−1, (b) The




























Figure 7: Block diagram of the voltage secondary control model.







1 +GPI−E (s)HSOGI (s)Gd (s)
E∗MG −
nGLPF (s)
1 +GPI−E (s)Gd (s)HSOGI (s)
Q (16)

















where τ is the time delay of the communication link, and GLPF is a low pass filter considered for reactive
power calculation with a cutoff frequency ωf = 2π × 20.220
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Figure 8: Root-Locus plots for: (a) 0.0001 6 ki−E 6 100 and kp−E = 0.01, and (b) −1 6 kp−E 6 100 and ki−E = 1.5.
can be expressed as follows:
EMG =
(
ki−Es2 + aki−Es+ c
)








s2 + as+ c/ki−E
)




















The obtained amplitude control model is used to analyze the stability of the MG system for control
parameters variation. Fig. 8 (a) and (b) depict a series of root-locus diagrams, showing the evaluation of
the characteristic equation eigenvalues for kp−E and ki−E variation, respectively. From these figures, it is225
clearly shown that the system eigenvalues move toward an unstable region when the controller proportional
and integral terms increase. Hence, this increases the system oscillations and consequently, the microgrid goes
to instability.
3.2.2. Frequency control loop
Fig. 9 shows the block diagram of the frequency control model based on the FLL linearized model. This230
block consists of: a droop control model, the FLL model (HFLL) used to estimate the microgrid frequency,
an IP-type controller and a communication line delay (Gd). According to this figure, the closed loop transfer






1 +GPI−f (s)Gd (s)HFLL (s)
ω∗MG −
mGLPF (s)
1 +GPI−f (s)Gd (s)HFLL (s)
P (22)













































Figure 9: Block diagram of the frequency secondary control model.
By substituting the expression of these transfer functions into Eq. (22), the small signal model of the frequency
restoration control can be obtained as follows:
ωMG =
(
ki−fs2 + aki−fs+ c
)








s2 + as+ c/ki−f
)






with the following parameters:










The stability analysis of the microgrid system is performed based on the extracted frequency model. The
trajectory of the characteristic polynomial eigenvalues of this model as a function of the frequency control
parameters, kp−f and ki−f , is presented in Fig. 10 (a) and (b). These figures show that when kp−f and ki−f240
increase the two dominant eigenvalues of the system move toward unstable region, hence, leads the microgrid
to instability issues.
3.3. Tuning Control Parameters
To properly select the parameters of the frequency and amplitude restoration control, the following analysis
based on the obtained models is developed. According to Eq. (21) and Eq. (25), the transfer functions relating245
the actual amplitude and frequency to the desired ones can be derived as follow:
EMG =
(
ki−Es2 + aki−Es+ c
)








ki−fs2 + aki−fs+ c
)





























































































Figure 10: Root-Locus plots for: (a) 0.0001 6 ki−f 6 100 and kp−f = 0.01, and (b) −0.5 6 kp−f 6 100 and ki−E = 2.6.
By assuming that the time delay is negligible regarding SOGI-FLL estimation time and that the pertur-











s2 + Γ (1 + kp−f ) s+ ki−fΓ
ω∗MG (29)























where ζ and ωn stand for the damping factor and the natural frequency, respectively.
Accordingly, the expressions of the proportional and integral gains of both amplitude and frequency controllers


















Based on the control design concept for deadbeat response proposed in [35], and by selecting proper value255
of the damping factor ζ that can ensure, in an optimum way, a tradeoff between overshoot and settling time,
the corresponding natural frequency can be determinate relatively to the desired settling time of the control
response. Once ζ and ωn are chosen, the controller parameters can be computed using Eqs. (32) and (33).
It is worth mentioning that the value of the damping factor ζ is chosen according to the analysis based on
root-locus plots given in Figs. 8 and 10 and, then, verified according to the transient response of the obtained260
models.
In order to evaluate the robustness of the designed frequency and amplitude controllers for system pa-














































Figure 11: Transient responses of the secondary control models for: (a) frequency and (b) amplitude restoration, with three
different values of the time delay (τ).
this study, the transient performances of the obtained secondary control models in response to step changes
in the frequency and amplitude references and active and reactive powers are evaluated, considering three265
distinct values for the time delay (τ). The obtained results are depicted in Fig. 11 (a) and (b), and shown
the transient response of the frequency and amplitude restoration control, respectively. It can be observed
that the proposed control approach is robust against time delay variation and load changes, as amplitude and
frequency of the MG are properly restored.
3.4. Synchronization control loop270
In this subsection, the modeling and control design of the synchronization control loop are presented. The
synchronization control scheme is given in Fig. 2, and it is included within the scope of the secondary control
layer. According to Fig. 2, the expression of the proposed synchronization controller can be given by:
∂ωsyn = kp−φ (φ
∗ − φ) (34)
where kp−φ is the proportional gain term of the synchronization controller, φ∗ is the phase angle reference,
which set to zero, and φ is the phase difference between the MG and the main gird.275
Actually, the expression of the phase angle difference φ can be obtained based on the cross product
mathematical formulas.
According to the first formula, the cross product of the microgrid and the main grid voltages can be defined
by [36]:
‖~vg × ~vMG‖ = V̂gÊMG sin (φ) (35)
where V̂g is the estimated voltage amplitude of the main grid.280
The second formula of the cross product in the stationary reference frame can be expressed as:
‖~vg ∧ ~vMG‖ = v̂gαv̂MGβ − v̂MGαv̂gβ (36)
where v̂MGαβ and v̂gαβ are the extracted orthogonal components of the microgrid and the main grid voltages.
Subtracting Eq. (35) from Eq. (36), and considering small phase angle variation, i.e., sin(φ) ' (φ) the
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Figure 12: Block diagram of the Synchronization feedback control.
To adjust the parameter kp−φ of the synchronization controller, a model is developed as can be seen in Fig.
12. This figure depicts the block diagram of the phase angle control, which includes the plant model (Gφ(s))
and the synchronization control model. According to this figure, the closed loop transfer function of the phase
angle control can be derived as follows:
φ =
kp−φGφ (s)
1 + kp−φGφ (s)
φ∗ (39)











By applying the first-order control design concept to the transfer function given by Eq. (41), the proportional





where Ts is the desired settling time.295
4. Numerical simulation
A simulation study, under MA LAB/Sim Power System environment, is carried out in order to assess the
effectiveness and the robustness of the proposed secondary control approach. Based on the structure given
in Fig. 2, a system test of an islanded microgrid is built up. The constructed microgrid consists of two DG
units with the same power rate (2.5 kW), feeding a local inductive load (40 Ω, 1 mH). The secondary control300
parameters are selected according to the presented tuning process so that its response is ten times slower than













Table 1: Power stage and control parameters
.
Parameter Symbol Unit Value
Inverters power stage




DC bus voltage Vdc V 450
Loads RL, LL Ω, mH 40, 1
Filter capacitor Cf1, Cf2 µF 26
Filter inductor r1,2, Lf1,2 Ω, mH 0.5, 2.5
DG1 line impedance Ll1 mH 0.9
DG2 line impedance Ll2 mH 1.2
SOGI-FLL scheme
SOGI gain k - 0.7
FLL gain Γ s−1 40
Primary control
Frequency-droop gain m W/rad.s 0.0003
Amplitude-droop gain n V Ar/V 0.003
Virtual impedance Lv mH 4
Secondary control
Voltage proportional gain kp−E - -0.45
Voltage integral gain ki−E s−1 1.57
Frequency proportional gain kp−f - -0.22
Frequency integral gain ki−f s−1 2.67
Synchronization gain kp−φ s−1 0.76
Communication delay time τ ms 0.5
The following case studies are considered:
• Case 1: This case aims to evaluate the performance of the frequency and amplitude restoration control
in the presence of frequent load changes. To this end, the microgrid begins with no-load operating305
condition, and next DG units (1 and 2) start to feed a common inductive load at t = 1 s, while only the
primary control is running. At t = 2 s, the frequency and amplitude restoration control are activated,
then a load change is realized, by disconnecting and reconnecting a resistive load (40 Ω) from/to the
microgrid at t = 5 s and t = 7.5 s, respectively.
• Case 2: The aim of this case study is testing the proposed restoration controller performance under DG310
disconnection operating condition. For this purpose, a sudden disconnection of the inverter #2 from the
microgrid is programmed at t = 5 s, and only inverter #1 remain supplying the common load, where the
same scenarios; as the first case by starting with no-load and next enabling the primary and secondary
controls with an inductive load; are considered.
• Case 3: This case study analyses the performances of the synchronization controller. So, this controller315
is enabled at t = 5 s, to synchronize the microgrid with the main utility grid (50 Hz and 220 V).
Fig. 13 shows the transient responses of the frequency, amplitude, and active and reactive powers, of DG1,
DG2 and the microgrid (or common load bus (CLB)), for the first case study. It can be observed that at
no-load operating condition, the frequency and the amplitude of each DG unit and at the CLB are at their
nominal values. Then, when a load is suddenly connected; while the primary control is running; they drooped320
with the same amounts in order to share the active and reactive powers of the load, which is also demonstrated.
When the restoration process is enabled (at t = 2 s), the frequency and amplitude static deviations produced
by the droop control are removed. Notice that the frequency and voltage inside the microgrid are seamlessly













controller ensures a smooth frequency and voltage recovery when a load change suddenly occurs (at t = 5 s325
and 7.5 s), and the active and reactive powers-sharing is still guaranteed. We note that the proposed controller
provides good transient responses in respect to the desired predefined performances; settling time around 1 s
and without overshoots.
The obtained results demonstrating the performances of the proposed restoration control for case 2 are
given in Fig. 14. It can be seen that, when the DG2 is disconnected from the microgrid (at t = 5 s), the330
designed controllers restore successfully the frequency and amplitude of the microgrid, formed only by DG1,
to their nominal values. Note that the settling time of the frequency and voltage transient responses is about
1 s. In addition, it can be seen that the DG2 variables are set to the nominal values. It is worth mentioning
that the small difference between the voltage amplitude of DG1 and the nominal value is due to the voltage
amplitude of the line impedance.335
Fig. 15 illustrates the obtained results for case 3. It can be observed that, when the synchronization
process is enabled (at t = 5 s), the phase angle difference between the microgrid and the main utility grid
moves toward zero. Also, the frequency and amplitude of the DG units and CLB are fixed to the grid set
points. While the active power remains constant during the synchronization process. We notice that the




































































































































































































Figure 15: Obtained results in response to case 3.
5. Experimental results
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed secondary control approach, an experimental set-
up is built as shown in Fig. 16. This experimental set-up is similar to the structure presented in Fig. 2,













Table 2: Experimental parameters
.
Parameter Symbol Unit Value
Inverters power stage




DC bus voltage Vdc V 60
Loads RL Ω 8
Filter capacitor Cf1, Cf2 µF 16, 18
DG1 Filter inductor r1, Lf1 Ω, mH 0.3, 2.7
DG2 Filter inductor r2Lf1 Ω, mH 0.5, 2.6
DG1 line impedance Ll1 mH 0.8
DG2 line impedance Ll2 mH 0.5
SOGI-FLL scheme
SOGI gain k - 0.7
FLL gain Γ s−1 40
Primary control
Frequency-droop gain m W/rad.s 0.003
Amplitude-droop gain n V Ar/V 0.03
Virtual impedance Lv mH 2
Secondary control
Voltage proportional gain kp−E - -0.69
Voltage integral gain ki−E s−1 0.49
Frequency proportional gain kp−f - -0.71
Frequency integral gain ki−f s−1 0.58
Synchronization gain kp−φ s−1 0.35
Communication delay time τ ms 1
with a power rate of 0.1 kW. The primary control of each DG unit and the designed secondary control345
are implemented in separate ARM Cortex microcontroller (STM32F407). RS232 (URAT) protocol is used
to communicate between these microcontrollers for the aim of sending the produced control signals by the
secondary controller toward the DGs local controllers. In addition, measurements sensors are used to provide
the required voltages and currents to the ARM Cortex microcontrollers via signal conditioning circuits. For
more details, the algorithms of the primary and secondary control, given in the upper part of Fig. 16, are350
programmed in MATLAB Simulink based STM32F4 Embedded Target and, then, the generated code using
Embedded Coder are loaded into the STM32F4 board. The sampling frequencies of the primary and secondary
controls are set to 10 kHz and 1 kHz, respectively. The power stage and the control parameters taken in this
experiment are summarized in Table 2.
It is worth noting that the same cases as the simulation study are considered in the experimental test.355
However, these tests are carried out at different times and load values. In addition, the obtained results are
extracted from ARM microcontrollers and plotted using MATLAB to provide better quality.
In the first experiment, before the secondary control for frequency and voltage restoration is enabled at
t = 15 s, only the primary control was running. Next, at t = 25 s and t = 35 s, a resistive load of 8 Ω is
suddenly disconnected and reconnected from/to the MG. Fig. 17 shows how the restoration control regulated360
the frequency and voltage deviation inside the DGs in response to this experiment test. From these figures,
it can be seen that frequency and amplitude of both DGs voltage and at the CLB are seamlessly restored to
their nominal values when the secondary control is enabled (at t = 15 s), and after load change as well (at t
= 25 s and 35 s). In addition, it can be remarked that the settling time of frequency and amplitude transient
response is around 5 s. Notice that the active and reactive powers-sharing between the DG units is still can365
be observed.
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Figure 16: Block diagram of the experimental setup based on ARM Cortex µCs
disconnected from the MG at t = 26 s. Scopes of Fig. 18 show that the secondary controller is able to regulate
successfully the frequency and amplitude to their rated values with the desired transient response (a settling
time of 5 s and without overshoot). In the third experiment, the synchronization algorithm is introduced to370
synchronize the MG to the grid at t = 25 s, after enabling the secondary control at t = 15 s. Fig. 19 depicts
the waveforms of the main grid and the MG voltages and their zooms for each scenario. It demonstrated that
these voltages are accurately synchronized when the synchronization control is activated. In addition, it can
be observed in Fig. 20, that the phase angle difference between the main grid and MG is matched to zero after
a settling time of 10 s. Moreover, as shown, the voltage frequency and the amplitude of the CLB and the main375
grid are also matched. It is worth mentioning that the notches appearing in the figures of the experimental













Figure 17: DGs and CLB: (a) frequency, (b) amplitude, (c) active power and (d) reactive power in response to test 1
Figure 18: DGs and CLB: (a) frequency, (b) amplitude, (c) active power and (d) reactive power in response to test 2. DGs and













Figure 19: (a) Grid and CLB voltages and their zooms when: (b) only the primary control is running, (c) activating the restoration
control, (d) enabling the synchronization control
Figure 20: Experimental results: (a) frequency, (b) amplitude and (c) phase angle in response to test 3.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, a new approach to obtain accurate models of the secondary control for a single-phase
microgrid was proposed. The proposed modeling approach exploits the dynamics of the SOGI-FLL scheme380
that have served to achieve precise stability analysis of the MG and the proper tuning of the secondary control
parameters. The modeling and the design analysis of the synchronization control loop were also carried out, in













and the robustness of the proposed modeling approach were verified, on a hierarchical control including the
designed secondary control for parallel VSIs supplying a common load, by simulation studies in MATLAB/385
Sim power system and validated experimentally on ARM Cortex microcontrollers platform.
The obtained results from the simulation studies and the experimental tests have confirmed the robustness
of the proposed control approach in keeping the frequency and voltage amplitude close to their nominal values
under various disturbances. Additionally, the designed frequency and amplitude controllers have provided
desired transient responses with the predefined performances. Transient responses with settling time around 1390
s and 5 s, and without overshoot for simulation and practical results, respectively, were achieved. Furthermore,
the synchronization algorithm has ensured a seamless transition from islanded mode to grid-connected mode,
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